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ABSTRACT
The Discovery Channel Telescope (DCT) is a 4.2m aperture telescope with a unique front end pod assembly that
incorporates a secondary mirror assembly on one end, and a prime focus corrector group with focal plane instrument on
the other. By flipping the pod end-for-end, the DCT is quickly converted from an f/6.13 Ritchey-Chrétien telescope with
a 21 arcminute field of view, to an f/1.9 two degree wide field prime focus camera. This paper describes the conceptual
opto-mechanical design and performance assessment of the Prime Focus Assembly (PFA), including the pod interfaces,
structures, optic mounts and the functions and configurations of the various mechanisms within the pod.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The DCT (Discovery Channel Telescope) is a joint project of the Lowell Observatory and Discovery Communications,
Inc. The objective of the project is to bring exploration of the universe to the public on a global scale through the use of
Discovery Channel mass media programming. The DCT project has issued contracts for various conceptual design and
cost studies, including site work, facility and enclosure design and telescope mount design. Goodrich Electro-Optical
Systems (EOS) was awarded a study contract to develop the telescope optical designs and prescriptions and to develop a
conceptual design for the PFA (Prime Focus Assembly). Responsibility for the design and development of the Prime
Focus Instrument focal plane and dewar assembly has been retained by the DCT Project and Lowell Observatory.

1.1

DCT Telescope Mount Design

The DCT mount concept study contract was awarded to
VertexRSI of Dallas, TX. The VertexRSI mount design is
the subject of paper 5489-128. However, for reference,
VertexRSI’s resulting mount design concept is briefly
described here since the PFA design must interface both
mechanically and functionally with the Telescope mount.
The DCT mount employs a standard ALT over AZ gimbal
configuration, similar to the SOAR (Southern
Astrophysical Research Telescope) mount (also built by
VertexRSI, with optics by Goodrich EOS). A SOAR style
meniscus PM (Primary Mirror) utilizing active force axial
off-loaders is also planned for DCT. The configuration of
the DCT mount design is illustrated in Figure 1.
Telescope alignment must be provided for both the R-C
(Ritchey-Chrétien) and the P-F (Prime Focus)
configurations. An early trade study concluded that
telescope coarse alignment is best provided by a hexapod
mechanism at the front end of the telescope truss, with
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Figure 1: VertexRSI’s DCT mount configuration with
front end alignment hexa pod

fine alignment finesse provided by the active PM. This approach eliminates the need for internal mechanisms in the
already crowded PFA, to independently align the SM (Secondary Mirror) and the P-F assemblies.

1.2

DCT Optical Design

Part of Goodrich’s study involved
development of the DCT optical
design and prescription for both the
P-F and R C configurations. The
optical design process and results
are the subject of paper 5489-65.
For reference, the raytraces of the
P-F and R-C configurations are
shown overlaid in Figure 2. The
geometry of the PFA optics,
including optic materials, and key
dimensions, are also shown in the
Figure. The 679.1 mm spacing
between the SM vertex location in
the R-C configuration and the R1
vertex location of L1 in the P-F
configuration is set by the optical
design utilizing a common primary
mirror.

1.3
DCT Prime Focus
Instrument Assembly
Responsibility for design and
development of the DCT Prime
Focus Instrument has been retained
by the DCT Program and the
Lowell Observatory. However, the
PFA design is required to provide
mounting, derotation and utility
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Figure 2: DCT optical design and raytrace (P-F and R C configurations overlaid)
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feeds for the instrument. The instrument focal plane is comprised of a mosaic array of 36 CCD detectors mounted inside
a vacuum dewar. CCD cooling is provided by four Polycold Systems ‘Cryo-Tiger’ cold ends mounted through the back
of the dewar. Focal Plane power, control and read-out electronics are contained in four enclosures surrounding the
dewar. For reference, the preliminary general arrangement and leading dimensions of the DCT instrument are illustrated
in Figure 3. DCT Prime Focus Instrument design is the subject of paper 5492-93.

2.

PFA FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS SUMMARY

Preliminary PFA design requirements, goals and specifications were defined by the DCT project at the beginning of the
study, and in some cases evolved during the study. In addition, PFA cost goals were established, with emphasis on
design simplicity, minimizing part count and the use of low risk technologies and COTS (Commercia l Off The Shelf)
parts to the maximum extent practical. Full specifications are too voluminous to repeat here, however important
functional design requirements and goals for the PFA are summarized in the following list:
1.
2.

3.

4.

Rapid P-F to R-C reconfiguration – some manual operations permitted for pod flipping, covers, baffles, etc.
P-F and R-C configuration alignment
• Coarse alignment provided by telescope mount forward hexapod
• Fine alignment provided by active PM
Mechanical Interfaces
• PFA envelope
PFA overall length – flip inside telescope mount forward ring
PFA diameter – pod obscuration defined by 1400 mm diameter SM (no warm protrusions outside SM
obscuration during R-C NIR operations)
• PFA Mounting Interface
Kinematic support from the hub of the pod mount spider
PFA mass <2500 lbs
PFA first mode frequency >10 hz
• P-F Instrument Dewar Interfaces
Dewar mounting, with access to remove/replace dewar for maintenance without breaking vacuum
Instrument hose and cable interfaces with the utility wrap
Dewar window bezel
PFA Mechanisms
• Instrument derotator, +/-180º rotation required (+/-270º goal)
• Utility Wrap
Independent drive servo, slaved to instrument derotator drive
Supply and return hoses for four (4) Cryo-Tiger coolers
Data fiber optics, discrete power, signal and command wires and cables
• Mechanical Shutter
Outside dewar
425 mm aperture
Uniform exposure across field (variable traveling slit shutter)
• Filter Changer Mechanism
Six (6) filter slots minimum
500 mm filter apertures
No filter protrusion into clear aperture during R-C NIR operations
• ADC (Atmospheric Dispersion Corrector)
550 mm floating ADC aperture
90 mm decenter travel between zenith and 75º zenith angle

3.

PFA GENERAL CONFIGURATION, ENVELOPES AND INTERFACES

The general arrangement of the PFA is defined primarily by its dual optical designs, a Prime Focus instrument and
corrector group on one end of the pod and the Ritchey-Chrétien secondary mirror on the other. The DCT is converted

from Prime Focus
camera to RitcheyChrétien telescope by
flipping the pod endfor-end. Flip pivots
and
latches
are
incorporated between
the telescope mount
forward ring and the
outer ends of the
telescope
mount
provided
spider
assembly. The PFA
general configuration,
without the telescope
mount
spider
assembly, is illustrated
in Figure 4.
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(see Figures 2 and 5).
These conjugate alignment conditions must always be satisfied. The flip axis can be located at virtually any distance
from the SM vertex (R-C config.) and still meet the conjugate alignment conditions. However, if the distance is too
small, the pod is too short to package required components between the back of the SM and the P-F instrument. If the
distance is too large, the pod overall length is too long to flip, and also its out-of–balance condition becomes more

severe. Based on our trades, we have selected a distance of 1900 mm from SM vertex (R-C config.) to the flip axis as
the best compromise. This results in a 2025 mm nominal swing radius for the 1400 mm diameter SM (without baffles).
Figure 5 illustrates the flip axis geometry and associated envelopes reserved from required pod components. The flip
axis is oriented perpendicular to the mount elevation axis. For reconfiguration, the telescope is pointed at the horizon
where the flip axis is vertical, which eliminates the need to overcome torque imbalance when the pod is flipped
end-for-end.

3.2

Pod Outside Diameter

As a minimum, Ritchey-Chrétien telescope central obscuration is defined by the SM (Secondary Mirror) diameter. The
DCT SM clear aperture specified by the optical design is 1310 mm. The SM outside diameter was set at 1400 mm to
provide manufacturing edge margin. An important PFA design requirement is that no warm objects on the pod, other
than spiders, protrude outside the shadow of the secondary mirror during R-C NIR operations. Therefore, we have
designed the PFA, including the spider hub structure, to hide behind the 1400 mm diameter SM obscuration.

3.3

Pod Mounting Interface to Spider Hub

In coordination with the mount contractor, the spider hub is a
low carbon steel cylindrical truss structure and the low
expansion PFA structure is suspended inside the hub cylinder
by kinematic flexures attached to the end faces of the hub. As
illustrated in Figure 6, five DOFs (degrees of freedom) are
constrained on the secondary mirror end of the hub and the
sixth on the prime focus end. This arrangement supports the
pod at two locations along its length, minimizing pod structure
lateral bending while providing radial compliance to
accommodate differential CTE between the steel hub and the
Invar pod structure.
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3.4
Interfaces between the PFA and the Prime
Focus Instrument
In addition to the obvious optical interface, PFA interfaces to
the DCT Project supplied P-F instrument include the
instrument’s mount to the image derotator system, instrument
cable and hose interfaces with the utility wrap system and the
mounting bezel for the dewar window. The window is a
powered optic and is considered to be one of the corrector
group optics. Details of these interfaces are presented in
Section 8.1.
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Figure 6: Arrangement of the PFA mounting
interfaces to the spider hub

The PFA structure was designed to: 1) provide passive structural stiffness and stability adequate to maintain optical
alignment within the pod in the changing gravity and thermal environment, 2) provide mounting interfaces for the pod
itself, and for the optics, mechanisms and components inside the pod, and 3) provide an open structure for maintenance
access into the pod and to promote the flushing of air through the assembly to minimize thermal effects.

4.1

Pod Structure Configuration

Our resulting structure design is a ring stiffened cylindrical Invar longeron truss (see Figure 7). The structure is made in
four welded sections with Invar plate stiffening rings and solid Invar rod truss struts. Structural sections proved to be

necessary to provide adequate
• Welded subassemblies with machined interfaces
internal
access
for
precision
• Separable Aft Truss provides access to Camera
machining of mounting and interface
• Limiting subassembly lengths eases machining
surfaces and to allow structural
disassembly for instrument and
mechanism access and maintenance.
Main Ring
After welding and stabilization heat
treatment, mating surfaces and
interface features in each structure
Forward Truss
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section are precision machined in a
single
set-up
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flatness,
concentricity and near-zero runout to
Mid Truss
provide initial references for optical
alignment. All bolted joints include
alignment pins for repeatable
Exploded View of
reassembly. We selected Invar as
PFA Structures Only
the most cost effective material for
the pod structure because Invar’s
CTE matches the CTE of the fused
silica optics closely enough to
Figure 7: PFA structure design
provide budgeted thermal stability
without resorting to graphite composite or other more costly or exotic materials (see Section 7). A particular challenge
in the structure design was the size of the opening through its side required to accommodate the filters and filter changer
mechanism. The opening significantly weakened the structure, increasing lateral deflection of the structure, and
therefore decenter of the optics at higher zenith angles. A number of structural design iterations, evaluating various truss
geometries and rod sizes were required to reduce deflections to within budgeted values.

4.2

Pod Structure Performance

The PFA was analyzed using FEA (Finite Element Analysis) to determine the gravitationally induced displacements and
rotations of the structure and optical elements (see Figure 8). The effects on optical performance resulting from the
distortions, displacements and rotations of the optical elements are discussed in Section 5 and 7. Since both the structure
and the lens cells will be produced from Invar, closed-form solutions were used to determine the displacements resulting
from the temperature change from the fabrication temperature to the operational temperature extremes. These results are
also presented in Section 7. The telescope mount incorporates a forward alignment hexapod, for repositioning the entire
PFA as a rigid body to maintain alignment. Therefore, rigid body motions were removed from the FEA displacement
and rotation results.
The FEM (Finite Element Model) was also exercised to determine the stresses and vibration characteristics of the PFA.

Figure 8: PFA structural FEM configuration and deformed shapes

Our goal for PFA first-mode frequency was >10 Hz, when grounded at the pod mounting interfaces. FEM results
indicated the lowest pod bending mode frequency was 28 Hz, well above our goal. For isolation purposes, it is
preferable that the first vibration modes be rigid body displacements. The frequency of these displacements is governed
by the compliance of the mounts. The preliminary FEM did not include these compliances. During detail design, mount
compliance will be tailored to produce rigid body vibration modes greater than the 10 Hz goal and less than the first
bending frequency of 28 Hz. The preliminary FEM did not include all mounting interface details; however, when the
compliances of these details are added during detail design, we still expect the PFA first-mode frequency to be well
above our goal. The pod structure design is stiffness driven, and as a result, maximum stresses are very low. The FEM
indicated the maximum PFA structural stress was 10.4 MPa, which occurred near one of the mounting interfaces. This
stress is well below the Invar micro-yield stess, usually considered to be at least 34.5 MPa.

5.

DCT SECONDARY MIRROR

The DCT Project is working with Corning, Inc. for a lightweighted ULE SM blank. As part of the PFA study, Goodrich
was requested to develop a preliminary SM blank and mounting system design to ensure feasibility before the project
proceeded with blank procurement.

5.1

Secondary Mirror Design and Mounting

Our SM design objectives were simplicity and minimum cost
required to meet surface error budgets. Minimum cost typically
implies selection of a blank fabricated by methods compatible
with the vendor’s proven techniques and equipment. One of the
more cost effective lightweighting approaches proposed by
Corning was a machine lightweighted open-back substrate with
a frit bonded planar rear facesheet. Therefore, our concept was
based on this configuration, a closed-back sandwich design with
three (3) equally spaced bi-pod flexure mounts located at 68% of
the mirror’s outside radius. The bipod flexures are attached to
Invar interface pads bonded to locally reinforced ribs in the core
at the plane of the mirror’s CG. As described in Section 3.2, the
DCT SM is 1400 mm diameter. Initially, we used a diameter-tothickness aspect ratio of seven (7) for a vertex thickness of 200
mm. A solid SM with these dimensions would weigh over 600
kg, therefore some degree of lightweighting was essential. Using
the lightweighting approach described above, we developed a
72% lightweighted design with triangular rib cell geometry, for a
finished weight of 170 kg. This frit-bonded, moderately
lightweighted sandwich design provides good stiffness-toweight at lower blank cost compared to other fabrication
techniques. The arrangement of the SM blank and mounting
design is illustrated in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: SM blank and mounting design

Secondary Mirror Performance

The Secondary Mirror (SM) was modeled with FEA using plate elements. The gravitationally induced surface errors
(SE) were determined for both the horizontal and vertical optical axis orientation. The telescope mount incorporates a
forward alignment hexapod, for repositioning the entire PFA as a rigid body to maintain alignment. Therefore, rigid
body motions of the mirror were removed from the secondary mirror SE predicted by the FEM. Although the SM is a
passive optic, it will be used in conjunction with the DCT active primary mirror (PM). The PM correctabilities were
applied to the SM surface error to determine the Post Correction Surface Error (PCSE). The active PM will be similar to
the existing SOAR PM, consequently, the SOAR correctabilities were used.

Post-Correction Error vs Figuring Angle

Surface Error (nm rms)

Traditionally, a SM is figured to produce the optimum
performance in the zenith orientation (optical axis vertical).
The inverse of the optical axis vertical SE is figured into
the SM and its inverse reappears according to 1-cosine θ,
where θ is the angle from zenith. However, optimum
system performance, over the DCT zenith angle range is
not achieved by optimizing the SM for the zenith
orientation. To determine the optimum figuring angle, the
SM’s combined vertical and horizontal Post Correction
Surface Error was determined as a function of zenith
figuring angle. The PCSE as a function of zenith figuring
angle and zenith operational angle (gravitational
orientation) was then compared with the flowed-down
PCSE budget, to determine the optimum figuring angle
(see Figure 10). The optic will be figured in the optical
axis vertical orientation, however, the null corrector will be
designed to impart the desired SE into the mirror surface.
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Figure 10: SM post-correction gravity induced surface
Shear deflection in the core ribs dominate SM deflections.
error vs budget
The SM design was modified by selective rib thickening
until a design was achieved that approximately matched the PCSE budget and mass goal. If the SM is figured for
optimum performance at 20 degrees from zenith, the derived surface error budget is met for all angles greater than 5
degrees from zenith (see Figure 10).
Current DCT tracking requirements specify that WFE meet requirements to within 0.4º of Zenith. To meet this
requirement with confidence, additional SM design optimization is needed, including localized core rib thickness and/or
core pattern geometry tailoring, and possibly increasing the vertex depth of the SM (decreasing its aspect ratio).

6.

LENS MOUNTING DESIGN

The PFA corrector group optics are bonded into metal cells or bezels by injecting RTV between the inner diameter of the
cell and the optic. The radial gap between the cell and the optic is set by design to athermalize the assembly so the radial
thermal expansion of the RTV compensates for the differential thermal expansion between the metal cell and the optic.
Before bonding, the optic and cell are aligned to near-zero run-out while rotating the two components in a precision
alignment fixture mounted on an air bearing rotary table. When the optic and cell are co-aligned, RTV is injected
between the cell and optic through small radial holes around the periphery of the cell to secure the optic in the cell.
The instrument dewar window is mounted differently than the other lenses since the window must be sealed and also
disassembled more frequently for instrument servicing. The window mounts in a bezel in the front bulkhead of the
Instrument dewar vessel. The window is secured against a vacuum seal O-ring around the periphery of the window’s R2
surface by spring clips bearing against the window’s R1 surface directly opposite the O-ring. Since the window has
refractive power, the window is also aligned on the rotary table to the derotator bearing inside race retainer and then
secured by athermalized non-metalic centering screws and the spring clips.

7.

PRIME FOCUS CORRECTOR GROUP BUDGET AND OPTICAL PERFORMANCE

The pod assembly was analyzed using finite element analysis (FEA) to determine the gravitationally induced
displacements (and rotations) of each of the optics in the corrector group. These displacements were combined with the
linear and rotational displacement sensitivities of the individual optics to determine the Wave Front Error (WFE)
contribution of each lens displacement. The total WFE was then estimated by taking the root sum squared (RSS) of the
individual WFE contributions. This procedure was repeated for both the optical axis horizontal and optical axis vertical
orientations.

Due to the interruption of truss geometry for Filter Mechanism clearance, the gravitationally induced optical
misalignments originally were large (on the order of 400 nm). The truss structure design was modified iteratively to
reduce these displacements to a level appropriate for the error budget (on the order of 20 nm).
The camera will initially be aligned with optical axis vertical. The inverse of the optical axis vertical lens displacements
will be embedded into the alignment. Consequently, this WFE contribution will reappear according to 1 – cosine θ,
where θ is the zenith angle. The optical axis horizontal WFE component will appear proportional to the gravitational
component transverse to the optical axis, sin θ.
The total gravitationally induced misalignment WFE contribution was determined by RSS combining the two
contributions discussed above. This WFE was determined as a function of zenith angle and compared to the derived
gravitationally induced error budget as shown in Figure 11. The budget for this contribution was set equal to half the
total gravity induced error budget for the PFA to provide reserve for gravitational effects on the lenses themselves and
their mounting cells.
The WFE produced by the cool down from the fabrication temperature to the operational temperature was also
investigated. The entire structure as well as the lens cells will be constructed of Invar. The thermally induced axial
displacements were determined by conventional solid mechanics. The individual lens WFE contributions were
determined by multiplying the axial displacements by the sensitivities. These WFE contributions were combined RSS.
RSS combining assumes none-correlated errors and these thermally induced errors are correlated. However, the
estimated error was negligible, consequently, it is unlikely that the actual error will be significant.
It is planned that both the gravitationally induced error and the thermally induced error predictions will be verified by
directly substituting the lens displacements and deformations into optical design software, Zemax, which will more
accurately determine the WFE.
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Figure 11: Corrector group surface errors vs budgets

8.
8.1

MECHANISM DESIGN

Instrument Derotator

An important PFA requirement is to supply the mounting interface and image derotator system for the Prime Focus
Instrument. Performance requirements include a minimum rotation range of +/-180º (+/ -270º goal) and the capability to
position and track a point in the image at the edge of the 2-degree field of view to <3.0 arcsec rms. The instrument
mounting interface to the derotator is required to permit dewar removal and replacement for maintenance without
breaking dewar vacuum.

The front bulkhead of the dewar doubles as the vacuum window mounting bezel and includes the instrument dewar
mounting interface to the derotator bearing. The instrument dewar and window bezel are bolted to the derotator bearing
inner race mounting ring as shown in Figure 12. Angular contact ball bearings support and guide the rotary motion. The
system is driven by a DC servomotor through a harmonic drive reducer and a metal timing belt. Non-slip
synchronization between the driver and driven pulleys is provided by bullet-nosed protrusions on the rim of each pulley
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Figure 12: Instrument derotator and utility wrap configurations
that engage timing holes in the metal belt. The driven pulley is bolted to the derotator bearing inner race mounting ring
and also includes a mounting rim for the derotator encoder. A 360º metal tape encoder provides position feedback to the
servo system.

8.2

Instrument Utility Wrap

Closely associated with the instrument derotator system, is the PFA requirement to transfer utilities (hoses, signal and
power wires, and fiber optic cables) from the non-rotating PFA structure to the rotating instrument dewar. We looked at
several concepts but decided to wrap the utilities using a commercially available “caterpillar track” style cable/hose
carrier. This carrier provides the reverse bending articulation required for the DCT application and features internal
separators between hoses and wires. The carrier is supported by two drums, 1) a non-rotating outside drum that is
flexure mounted to the PFA structure, and 2) a rotating drum that is slaved to the rotation of the instrument. A pair of
ball bearings support and guide the rotation of the inner drum. The utility wrapper inner drum is direct driven by a DC
servomotor through a metal belt. The driven pulley is bolted to the rotating inner drum.
Utility wrap motion is slaved to the rotation of the instrument derotator, but does not require the same level of precision.
Therefore we have chosen to provide servo position feedback with a linear hall effect sensor operating in the ‘slide by’
mode. The utility wrap servo system utilizes the hall effect’s signal to maintain the angular position of the wrapper at
null with respect to the angular position of the instrument. Emergency stops and hardstops are provided to protect the
utilities should the drive system fail for any reason.

8.3

Large Format Shutter

A shutter technology search revealed no currently available large format shutter candidates that offer a 425 mm diameter
clear aperture and also meet DCT pixel exposure uniformity and packaging envelope requirements. Although a similar
shutter is under development for LBT (Large Binocular Telescope), it is early in its development cycle. Clearly, the
DCT shutter is a new development project. To keep development costs down, the DCT Project is investigating possible
collaboration and co-development with LBT as well as the scale-up of existing commercially available products.
DCT shutter requirements virtually dictate some type of rotary or linear traveling slit shutter, where the width of the slit
is varied to control exposure time. Shutters of this type usually take one of three basic forms. One type uses two coaxial
rotating semi -circular disk sectors with their rotations timed to control the width of the sector slit between the disks. The
other type uses either two rigid rectangular sliding blades or two flexible ‘window shade’ style roll-up blades. In either
case, the linear motions of the blades are timed to control the width of the rectangular slit between blades. The rotation
axis of the rotating sector type shutter must be outside the shutter clear aperture, resulting in a swing radius that would
extend well outside the PFA envelope. Also, the total width of a rigid blade linear shutter must be greater than three
times the width of the shutter aperture, and would also protrude outside the PFA envelope Therefore we believe the
most practical DCT shutter configuration is the ‘window shade’ style.

8.4

Filter Mechanism

Significant PFA envelope drivers are the
filters and their storage and insertion
mechanism(s). Initial requirements specified
a total of 12 filters. However, it became
apparent early in the study that the
mechanisms to handle 12 filters, and the
filters themselves, would become significant
cost drivers, so the DCT project reduced the
requirement to six (6) filters.
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mechanism configurations, however, filter
size and the required quantity ruled out any
type of filter wheel(s) because of excessive
wheel protrusion outside the PFA envelope.
Ball Screws
Our final conclusion was that a “juke box”
Linear Slides
type filter changer mechanism was the only
practical solution. The remaining decision
Figure 13: Filter mechanism assembly configuration
was the number of motion “axes” required
for the mechanism. Our initial concept utilized a filter cassette that could be folded against the PFA for when the PFA
was in the Ritchey-Chrétien configuration, and pivoted up into place for the Prime Focus configuration. However, this
concept required three (3) complex motion “axes” for pivoting, filter selection, and insertion. We chose instead to
mount the six (6) filters on fixed, parallel tracks, taking advantage of the collimated illumination in the area of the filters,
and the minimal effect on optical performance of filters protruding slightly beyond the outside diameter of the PFA in
the P-F configuration (see Figure 13). All filters are drawn back into the PFA and the P-F cover is removed for the R-C
configuration. This simple mechanism concept has inherently low cost and high reliability. Mounting each filter in a
replaceable cell assembly provides future ability to expand filter selection to the original goal of twelve.

8.5

ADC Mechanism

The DCT ADC (Atmospheric Dispersion Corrector) optical design utilizes the decenter translation of a pair of air-spaced
plano-convex/concave spherical lenses fabricated from two different I-Line glasses to correct dispersion over zenith

angles from zero to 75 degrees.
The maximum decenter translation
required by the mechanism is 90
mm
(downward
when
the
telescope is horizon pointing). The
ADC’s decenter distance is
proportional to the tangent of the
zenith angle, with a constant of
proportionality that is dependant
on the spectral filter in use. A
servo-controlled mechanism with
position feedback is used for
off-set position control.

Drive
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Linear
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Timing Drive
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I/F
Flexures

ADC
Optics

Linear Slides
The I-line glass ADC lenses are
and Ball
bonded with RTV into a CTE
Cell
Screws (2)
matching AISI Type 416 stainless
steel mounting cell. In turn, the
Figure 14: ADC assembly configuration
cell assembly is mounted on a pair
of ball screw driven linear slides that support and guide the 90 mm decenter motion of the lenses. A DC servomotor
with harmonic Drive gear reduction turns the ball screws synchronously on both slides through a series of timing belts
and pulleys as illustrated in Figure 14.

ADC offset position feedback is provided by a glass scale linear encoder, side-mounted on one of the linear slides.
Since the ADC assembly structures are made of stainless steel with a CTE of 10.8 ppm/ºC, the ADC is mo unted to the
Invar PFA structure on six tangent blade flexures to provide radial thermal compliance.

9.

CONCLUSIONS

A conceptual design has been developed that addresses all preliminary and evolved project requirements for the
Discovery Channel Telescope Prime Focus Assembly. Our work clearly demonstrates concept feasibility and provides a
solid basis for cost and schedule estimates. Looking forward, we have identified the following areas of design and/or
analysis concentration to increase the confidence and/or margin of our design.
1.
2.

3.

Perform additional design/analysis iterations to improve Secondary Mirror performance at small Zenith angles.
We plan to investigate locally stiffening the core ribs to reduce the error at a minimum Zenith angle of 0.4º.
PF corrector group environmentally induced WFE was assessed using a simplifying RSS combination technique
for conceptual design. While we believe the assessment was representative, a more rigorous analysis is advised
during detail design that applies individual lens displacements and deformations to the Zemax optical system
model to determine the true WFE induced in the assembly.
The shutter design and configuration is still an open issue. Ideally, the scale-up of a commercially available
product or the co-development of a shutter with another telescope program will provide the most cost-effective
solution.

